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Diffusion-controlled annihilation A¿B\0 with initially separated reactants:
The death of anA particle island in the B particle sea

Boris M. Shipilevsky
Institute of Solid State Physics, Chernogolovka, Moscow district 142432, Russia

~Received 21 February 2003; published 6 June 2003!

We consider the diffusion-controlled annihilation dynamicsA1B→0 with equal species diffusivities in the
system where an island of particlesA is surrounded by the uniform sea of particlesB. We show that once the
initial number of particles in the island is large enough, then at any system’s dimensionalityd the death of the
majority of particles occurs in theuniversal scaling regimewithin which '4/5 of the particles die at the island
expansion stage and the remaining'1/5 at the stage of its subsequent contraction. In the quasistatic approxi-
mation, the scaling of the reaction zone has been obtained for the cases of mean-field (d>dc) and fluctuation
(d,dc) dynamics of the front.
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The reaction front formed in theA1B→0 reaction-
diffusion systems with initially separated reactants is of gr
interest since it represents a pattern for a wide spectrum
processes in physics, chemistry, and biology@1#. Since the
seminal paper of Galfi and Racz@2# much work has been
devoted to studying this problem by different approach
@3–20#. A standard way to treat the problem analytically is
solve the system of equations

]a/]t5DA¹2a2R, ]b/]t5DB¹2b2R ~1!

with the initial state given by

a~x,0!5a0u~2x!, b~x,0!5b0u~x!, ~2!

wherea(x,t) andb(x,t) are the mean local concentrations
A’s and B’s, R(x,t) is the macroscopic reaction rate an
u(x) denotes the Heaviside step function, so that theA’s are
initially uniformly distributed on the left side (x,0), and
the B’s on the right side (x.0) of the initial boundary.

Dimensional @9,14# and renormalization group@11,12#
analyses show that atd>dc52 one can adopt the mean-fie
approximationR(x,t)5ka(x,t)b(x,t) (k being the reaction
rate constant! with logarithmic corrections in the 2d case,
whereas in 1d systems fluctuations play the dominant ro
and the explicit form ofR remains unknown. There are, how
ever, several techniques which enable one to derive a lo
information from Eq.~1! even ford,dc . They are focused
on the long-time limitkt→` and include, as two basic con
cepts, the scaling ansatz,@2# and the quasistatic approxima
tion @8,9,11#. According to the scaling ansatz, the long-tim
behavior of the system inside the reaction zone may be
resented in the form

R5RfQS x2xf

w D , ~3!

wherexf}t1/2 denotes the position of the reaction zone ce
ter, Rf}t2b is the height, andw}ta is the width of the
reaction zone. Atd>dc the scaling exponents take the valu
a51/6,b52/3 @2#, whereas atd51 they appear to be equa
to a51/4,b53/4 @9–14#, so that at anyd the width of the
1063-651X/2003/67~6!/060101~4!/$20.00 67 0601
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reaction zone on the diffusion length scaleLD}t1/2 asymp-
totically unlimitedly contracts:

w/LD→0 as t→`.

The quasistatic approximation~QSA! consists in the assump
tion that for sufficiently long times the kinetics of the front
governed by two characteristic time scales. One time sc
tJ52(d ln J/dt)21 controls the rate of change in the diffusiv
currentJ5JA5JB of particles arriving at the reaction zone
The second time scalet f}w2/D is the equilibration time of
the reaction front. Assumingt f /tJ!1 from the QSA in the
mean-field case withDA,B5D, it follows @8,9#

Rf;J/w, w;~D2/Jk!1/3, ~4!

whereas in the 1d casew acquires thek-independent form
w;(D/J)1/2 @9,11,17#. The most important feature of th
QSA is thatw and Rf depend ont only through the time
dependent boundary currentJ(t), which can be calculated
analytically without knowing the concrete form ofQ, i.e., in
fact, representing the reaction zone on the scaleLD in the
form R(x,t)5Jd(x2xf). On the basis of the QSA the gen
eral description of spatiotemporal behavior of the systemA
1B→0 has been obtained for arbitrary nonzero diffusi
coefficients and initial species concentrations@19#. These re-
sults are in full agreement with extended numerical calcu
tions and experiments and were generalized recently to
cases of reversible reactionA1B↔C @21–24# and to several
more complex reactions@25–29#.

Until now, however, the main attention has been focus
on the systems withA and B domains having an unlimited
extension, i.e., with unlimited number ofA’s and B’s par-
ticles. The aim of this work is to developa new linein the
study of theA1B→0 dynamics under the assumption th
the particle number of one of the species, sayA, per unit of
the initial boundary is finite. More precisely, we will con
sider the problem on the dynamics of death of anA particle
island surrounded by the uniform sea of particlesB and will
reveal the defining features of this process.

Let particlesA with concentrationa0 be uniformly distrib-
uted in the islandxP(2L,L) surrounded by the unlimited
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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sea of particlesB with concentration b0 on the left
xP(2`,2L) and on the rightxP(L,`) of the island. By
symmetry, our problem is reduced to the solution of syst
~1! in the intervalxP@0,̀ ) at the initial conditions

a~x,0!5a0u~L2x!, b~x,0!5b0u~x2L !

with the boundary conditions

¹~a,b!ux5050, b~`,t !5b0 .

To simplify the problem essentially we will assume, as u
ally, DA5DB5D. Then by measuring the length, time, an
concentration in units ofL, L2/D, andb0, respectively, i.e.,
assumingL5D5b051, and defining the difference conce
tration s(x,t)5a(x,t)2b(x,t) and the ratio of initial con-
centrationsa05r , we come from Eq.~1! to the simple dif-
fusion equation

]s/]t5¹2s ~5!

with the initial conditions

s0„xP@0,1!…5r , s0„xP~1,̀ !…521,

and the boundary conditions

¹sux5050, s~`,t !521.

The solution to Eq.~5! has the form

s~x,t !5
r 11

2 FerfS 11x

2At
D 1erfS 12x

2At
D G21, ~6!

whence, according to conditions(xf ,t)50 @2,19#, there im-
mediately follows the equation defining the law of motion
the reaction front center,xf(t):

erfS 11xf

2At
D 1erfS 12xf

2At
D 5

2

r 11
. ~7!

Let us assume thatd>dc and the reaction rate constantk is
sufficiently large@30# so that at timest;tGR}k21!1 the
annihilation goes to the scaling Galfi-Racz regime, i.e., in
vicinity of xf there forms a narrow reaction zonew/LD
!1. At t!1 andu12xf u!1 from Eq.~7! in accordance with
Ref. @2# we find

xf511cfAt1•••,

where erf(cf /2)5(r 21)/(r 11) and, hence, atr<1 the is-
land contracts, whereas atr .1 the island expands. By virtu
of the fact that the number of particles in the island~per unit
of the initial boundary! is finite, the stage of its expansio
always goes to the stage of its subsequent contraction to
in an instant of timetc , when the reaction front center ap
proaches the origin of coordinates,xf(tc)50:

erf~1/2Atc!51/~r 11!. ~8!
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According to Eq.~8! at r @1 the ‘‘lifetime’’ of the island tc
@1, so the majority of the particles die at timest@1, when
the diffusive length exceeds appreciably the initial isla
size, LD@1. The evolution of the island in such a larget
regime is of principal interest to us here, and its analysis
the main goal of the present paper.

In the limit r ,t@1 from Eq.~6! we find

s~x,t !5
~r 11!

Apt
e2x2/4t~12x!21, ~9!

wherex5(12x2/2t)/12t1•••, and, hence, the law of the
front motion is

xf52At~11e!ln1/2F S r 11

Apt
D ~12e!G , ~10!

wheree51/12t1•••. By assumingt@1.tGR , at the stage
of the island expansion and at a considerable time perio
its subsequent contraction, the duration of which will be
timated below, the reaction zone width isw!xf,LD , there-
fore in terms of the QSA we can takew/xf→0, and, hence,
R(x,t)5Jd(x2xf) so thata5s,b50 when x,xf , and a
50,b5usu whenx.xf . Thus, by neglecting the width of th
reaction zone, for the number of particles in the island
have N(t)5*0

xfa(x,t)dx5*0
xfs(x,t)dx whence, with ac-

count taken of Eq.~9! and neglecting the contribution ofx,
we find

N~ t !5~r 11!erf~xf /2At !2xf . ~11!

Let us now calculate the maximal amplitudexf
M of the

island expansion and the timetM of its achievement. Accord-
ing to Eq. ~7!, for r .1 from conditionẋf50 we have ex-
actly

xf
M52tM arccoth~xf

M !,

whence forr @1 it follows

xf
M5A2tM~111/12tM1••• !. ~12!

Neglecting the termsO(1/r 2), from Eqs.~10! and ~12! we
find

tM5~r 11!2/pe, xf
M5~r 11!A2/pe.

ComparingtM with the lifetime of island~8!,

tc5~r 11!2/p,

we conclude that independently ofr the ratio tc /tM5e
5const. Going with allowance for this to the reduced co
dinatez5x/xf

M and timet5t/tc we, finally, come to scaling
relations for the distribution of particless(z,t),

s~z,t!5e2z2/2et/At21, ~13!

for the center of the reaction front,
1-2
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z f5Aetu ln tu, ~14!

and for the number of particles in the island,

N/N05g rG~t!, ~15!

whereg r5(r 11)/r→1 asr→` and scaling function

G~t!5erf~Au ln tu/2!2A2tu ln tu/p.

From Eqs.~13! and ~15! we find that in the turning poin
tM51/e,

a~0,tM !5Ae2150.648 72 . . . ,

g r
21NM /N050.198 86 . . . ,

and, hence, independently of the initial number of particl
N05r , '4/5 of the particles die at the stage of the isla
expansion and the remaining'1/5 at the stage of its subse
quent contraction. In Figs. 1 and 2 are shown the calcula
according to Eqs.~6! and ~7!, plots of the behavior of the
particle distributionus(z,t)u, of the center of the reaction
front, z f(t), and the number of particlesg r

21N(z f)/N0,
which give the full insight into the scaling regime of th
death of islands~13!–~15!.

Let us come now to the question of the scaling behav
of the reaction rateR(x,t) in the vicinity of the reaction front
centerxf . Assuming according to Refs.@8,9,19# that within
the applicability of the inequalitiest f /tJ!1 andw!xf the
reaction rateR(x,t) can be described in terms of the QSA b
Eqs.~3! and~4! to calculateRf andw, it only remains for us

FIG. 1. Evolution of the distribution of particlesus(z,t)u calcu-
lated according to Eqs.~6! and ~7! for r 510. The left part of the
distribution (z,0) is obtained through the mirror reflection of th
right one (z.0). The regions.0 (2z f,z,z f), belonging to the
island, is colored gray. For demonstration only a part of the pict
is shown fort.0.03.
06010
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to calculate the diffusive currentJ(t) of particles arriving at
the reaction zone. According to Eqs.~9! and ~11!, we have

J52Ṅ52]s/]xux5xf
5xf /2t,

whence it follows

J/JM5Au ln tu/et, ~16!

whereJM51/xf
M5Ape/2/(r 11). Substituting Eq.~16! into

Eqs.~4! we come to the scaling of the reaction zone,

e

FIG. 2. ~a! Inset: Time dependencesxf(t) calculated from Eq.
~7! at r 55 ~filled squares!, r 510 ~open squares!, r 520 ~filled
circles!, and r 540 ~open circles!. Main panel: Collapse with the
growingr of the shown, in the inset, dependences to the scaling
~14! ~solid line! in the rescaled coordinatesz f(t). For completeness
is shown the motion of the both island fronts:6xf(t),6z f(t).
~b! Collapse with the growingr of the calculated, from Eqs.~6! and
~7!, dependences of the reduced particle number in the isl
g r

21N/N0 vs z f to the scaling functionG(z f) ~solid line!: r 55
~filled squares!, r 510 ~open squares!, r 520 ~filled circles!, and r
540 ~open circles!. The number of the island particles,N, has been
calculated by integrating Eq.~6! from 0 to xf on assuming that
w/xf→0.
1-3
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Rf;~J4k!1/35Rf
MS u ln tu

et D 2/3

, ~17!

w;~Jk!21/35wMS et

u ln tu D
1/6

, ~18!

where Rf
M;(k/r 4)1/3 and wM;(r /k)1/3 so that wRf

;Rglobal5*0
`Rdx5J. From Eq.~18! it is seen that at the

stage of the island contraction the logarithmic term becom
dominant, and ast→1, i.e.,dt512t→0, the width of the
reaction frontw diverges asw}(dt)21/6. Comparing the
characteristic timestJ52(d ln J/dt)21;r2dt and t f;w2

;(r /k)2/3(dt)21/3 we have t f /tJ;(r 2k)22/3(dt)24/3,
whence it follows that the characteristic time at which t
QSA is violated is

dtQ}1/rAk.

Comparing then w and xf we obtain w/xf;At f /tJ
;(r 2k)21/3(dt)22/3, whence it follows that the width of the
reaction zone becomes comparable with the island size a
times

dtw;dtQ}1/rAk. ~19!

From Eq.~19! it is seen that at sufficiently large values
k@1 the characteristic timesdtw;dtQ!1/r !1 and, hence,
practically all the particles die in the scaling regime~15!.

The analogous estimations in the case of
k-independent fluctuation 1d regime withw;1/AJ yield ex-
pressions~17! and ~18! with Rf

MF;r 23/2,wM
F ;Ar , and ex-

ponents 3/4 instead of 2/3, and 1/4 instead of 1/6, resp
tively. In the end, for the 1d case we have
06010
s
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dtw
F;dtQ

F }1/r 2/3. ~20!

According to Eq.~20!, despite the much more ‘‘blurred’
structure of the 1d island, in this case, too, in the limit o
sufficiently larger @1 the majority of the particles die in th
scaling regime~15!.

In summary, the problem of the death of anA particle
island in theB particle sea at equal diffusivities ofA’s and
B’s particles has been first considered. It has been found
at sufficiently large initial number of particles in the islan
r @1, and sufficiently large reaction rate constant,k@1, the
death of the majority of the particles at anyd occurs in the
universal scaling regime, and the most essential feature
this regime have been revealed. The obtained results
have many applications, especially in surface science, an
particular, they can provide fresh insight into the dynam
of the Ovchinnikov-Zeldovich hierarchicA-B structures@1#.
By analogy with Ref.@19# it may be expected that the analy
sis presented can be easily extended over the general
DAÞDBÞ0 „note that in the static caseDB50, which be-
longs to the separate universality class, with initiallyN0 par-
ticles A at the origin of coordinates, in Ref.@16# the scaling
formally coincident with Eq. ~15!, N5N0F(t/N0

2), was
found…. An investigation into the general case of nonze
diffusivities and a most interesting generalization for the a
isotropic diffusion of reactants are expected to be presen
in a future report.
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